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VANCOUVER (CUP) — The student representative assembly at the
University of British Columbia voted Jan. 25 to remove all student society
term deposits from the Bank of Montreal because of the bank's financial
involvement in South Africa.
Assembly president John DeMarco said the amount of money involved
is "in the tens of thousands of dollars" and that some interest will be lost
because of the immediate withdrawal. He said the loss will not amount
to a large sum of money.
The vote ratified an earlier assembly decision to withdraw as much of
its funds as possible from the Bank of Montreal because the bank, along
with three other Canadian banks, financially supports the apartheid
regime in South Africa.
DeMarco said the move will hurt the Bank of Montreal and ensure that
the term deposits, which are the most lucrative part of the UBC student
society's banking, are kept out of institutions supporting South Africa.
The society will continue to deal with the Bank of Montreal for day-today services, DeMarco said. Dealing with another bank would mean going off campus, which would cost more than 510,000 a year for armoured
truck service, he said.
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Marvin Blauer, Assoc. Deputy Minister of Educations says,
"students seem to be getting over the prestige aspect of
University — they're looking for something that will lead to
employment."
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Twentieth Century Concepts,
after one year in operation, has
organized two ski trips and one excursion to a Peter Frampton concert in Minneapolis.
What makes Twentieth Century
Concepts different from most
travel bureaus? It is operated by
students. for students.
Daryl Silver. a student in
Architectural Drafting at RRCC,
and John Reda, a student at U. of
W.. embarked on the business venture together.
"We realized the need for low
prices. especially for students
because they (students) aren't
known for having a lot of money,"
Silver said.
Silver and Reda utilize mostly
newspapers _and posters for adver-

tising their charter travel adventures."Highschools. RRCC and
the two universities are excellent
locations for posters." Silver added.
The first ski trip organized by
20th Century was to Thunder Bay
in December of 1976, and its ski
venture to Banff took place recently.
Jackson Hole. Wyoming is the
site of the next undertaking for
twentieth Century Concepts.
Scheduled for March 25 to April I
of this year, transportation, hotel
and ski lift tickets are all included
in the low price of $189.00
Shuttle bus fares are not included in the package because the hotel
rests at the base of the mountain.
For anextra $38.00 each, condominium living can also be enjoyed.
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leaves women not knowing
themselves.
This discussion prompted many
women in the audience to ask what
women can do today to stop
therapists from advising their
female clients to follow the
traditional roles.
"We can't change things overnight," said Ms. Marsh. "But
women can use the Manitoba Action Committee on the Status of
Women group in Winnipeg as a
'pressure group and they can put
pressure on the Canadian Mental
Health Association with phone
calls of complaints."
The therapists function is to
maintain the status quo, said Lorna
Sandler, a feminist psychologist on
staff at the - U of M. They are going

Volume VII Number

to selectively reinforce that you
behave as you should according to
society. This reinforcement comes
from the therapists relationship
with the client.
The female clients are encouraged to be self-derogatory,
helpless and self-critical, she explained, whereas the male' clients
talk about their hositlity and difficulty with the job.
"The person going into therapy
is not independent of their sex,"
said Ms. Sandler. "We (women)
must stop being naive about it and
come to terms with it."
It is not just the male psychiatrists who deny the reality of
the female, said panelist Shar Reid,
presently on staff at the School of
Social Work at the U. of M.
Women must start to own their
own reality.

Think of society and how it
defines achievement in men as
good and honorable whereas
women are passive, stubborn and
dependent, she said. It is easier to
be dependent and both assertive
and passive instead of aggressive.
Women learn to be passive, she
continued. They are socialized
from the day they are born to fit
the roles society has made for
them. Women have to see it as an
option to be either passive or
aggressive.
People do not change because
they do not know if they can and
they do not know they have the option, said Ms. Sandler.
It is very hard to constantly fight
the change, added Ms. Marsh, but
we must try to make people aware
of the option and that is going to
take another generation.

College Enrollment and Training Reflects Job Market

tO3M C-211 - RRCC
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Aspirin is "one of the most
dangerous drugs we've got" and
should be prescirbed medication, a
Winnipeg pharmacologist said
Monday.
Dr. Bill Davidson. as associate
professor of pharmacology and
therapeutics at the University of
Manitoba medical school. said the
drug can be dangerous even when
used properly and fatal when used
improperly.
Aspirin can aggravate gastric ulcers and cause asthmatic attacks.
It prevents platelets in the blood

commonly-used medication should
he included in the regulation.
"The cough medication sold to
the public is either no damn good
or it only relieves the throat for
ten seconds.,
"Many of them are loaded with
alcohol. One is 80 proof and a
favorite among alcoholics."
Headaches. problems sleeping
and coughs are often a warning
sign of a more serious problem. he
said.
Research has shown that even a
potentially harmful drug like
aspirin can be useful for the treatment. of other ailments. he said.
"Aspirin is a good antiinflammatory agent. and it
prevents clotting which is the cause
of some heart attacks.
The tendency to self-treatment
by the public. he said. is not
necessarily a good one.
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from sticking together. which then
impairs clotting.
"And it's one of the commonest
things used to commit suicide. You
can buy a couple of hundred
aspirin tablets at the store and no
one even looks at you."
Dr. Davidson said regulating
agencies face a severe problem
because of the number of drugs
entering the market every year.
From 1976 to 1977 alone, he added, the number of drugs available
increased by 35 per cent.
The federal government announced last week it was moving to
regulate the sales of more than
three dozen types of sleep aids and
sedatives. such as Sominex and
Nytol. If the government's
proposal is successful, such
products will be available only by
prescription.
Dr. Davidson said other
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Reprinted from the

Women are their own worst
enemies, a Winnipeg psychiatrist,
Joan Marsh, told a capacity
audience at the Women and Insanity Seminar Thursday, January 26
at Mental Health Manitoba, 330
Edmonton Street.
Women seeking therapeutic help
from psychiatrists and psychologists are all labeled as
neurotics, she said. They do not
bother the doctor with questions.
When the average woman goes
to see a clinical doctor and complains about being unhappy at
home, explained Ms. Marsh, the
doctor tells her to be a good girl, he
gives her some medication and
sends her home.

"Many women would like direction," she said, but they are not
getting it from the doctor, their
family or socially.
Panelist
Eleanor
Adaskin,
Clinical Director of Nursing at the
Psychiatric Unit at St. Boniface
Hospital recently attended a
meeting where she was involved in
psycho-drama.
Most of the women acting out
real roles chose the passive role
portraying the female in the home,
she said.
A woman's parents expect them
to be someone in society, she explained. They have a stereo-type in
their mind on which they model
their daughter. Fighting off these
strong messages to the woman to
be a compliant, passive housewife

Electronic Technologists
The Department of Communications will conduct a General
Briefing Session in the White Lecture Theatre on February 21 at
12:00 noon.
January/February graduates from the following courses are
reminded to register as soon as possible with the Canada Employmerit Centre in Room C-211 if they wish assistance in seeking
employment.
Auto Body Repair
Auto Mechanical Repair
Carpentry
Piping Trades
Industrial Electronics
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Sheet Metal
Meat Cutting
Welding

BIO LOGICAL TECH.

Aspirin A Dangerous Drug

Kathy Michalchuk

Michelle Pbarchuk
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There will be a cutback in
CUP's national budget for 1978-79
to about S130.000. At present.
there are nine paid staff in news
bureaux and working as field
workers across the country and
four people in the Ottawa national
office. When the cutbacks take

COMPUTE RA NALYST PROG.

Although some delegates
pointed out that PEN has a substantial. growing membership, is
working with CUP. and CUP's
Quebec papers plan to join PEN.
other delegates maintained the old
PEN continued to exist, and its
closure by the student association
should prevent any recoenition.

Women Seek New Directions

Industrial and Technology Students
A representative from the Canadian Armed Forces will conduct
a General Briefing Session in the Black Lecture Theatre at 10:00
a.m. on Febrary 14th. All graduating students from the Industral
and Technology Division are invited to attend. Questions regarding
Direct-Entry Officer Training and Regular Trades Career
programs will be answered.
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Red River Community College Student Newspaper

Manpower Notes
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effect. there will be three people in
Ottawa and five working in CUP's
four regions: the West, Ontario,
Quebec and the Atlantic.
Recognition of Presse Etudiante
Nationale (PEN) as CUP's
counterpart in Quebec followedseveral hours of heated discussion
and charges from University of
Waterloo Chevron delegates that
PEN was a "scab" organization
and "not the original student press
organization of Quebec."
The PEN which the national executive and Quebec CUP papers
wanted to recognize was set up by
student newspapers after the
Quebec student organization purged the old leadership earlier this
year.
CUP national executive
members said the old
organization's leadership was not
supported by its members. The executive said it was not aware that a
second PEN. under the purged
leadership. was still functioning as
a real student press organization
and added that to pretend there
was a second student press
organization in Quebec would be
to ignore reality.

nj BUSINF- SSA DM IN ISTRA T ION

C ross Canada
Delegates to the conference.
• established a special committee to investigate the status of
women and coverage of women's
issues within the organization and
its member newspapers:
• recognized la Presse
Etudiante Nationale (PEN), the
association of Quebec student

newspapers. as CUP's counterpart
in Quebec;
• decided to withdraw CUP
money from the Bank of Montreal
in protest of that bank's loans to
the white minority regime in South
Africa.

Fi

HALIFAX (CUP) — Responding to an unprecedented financial
crisis, delegates to the 40th annual
Canadian University Press conference here reoriented the
organization by slashing fieldworking services to individual member
newspapers.
The 150 delegates attending the
Dec. 26 to Jan. 3 conference agree
to fund five regional news bureaux
across the country, but cut back
national office staff' in an effort to
decentralize new gathering and
dissemination.
The rollback in the national
budget became necessary after a
two-year expansion program
resulted in high membership fees
which some members said they
could not afford. Regions within
the organization now have the option of establishing fieldworking
services out of regional funds.
CUP. as association of 60
English college and university
newspapers. meets annually to discuss the technical and political
aspects of newspapers and the services which the organization
provides.

The Winnipeg Gliding Club will hold its annual Open
House Wednesday February 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the Black
Lecture Theatre at Red River Community College.
The Club will show films - and slides about gliding and
soaring and members will speak to visitors and
prospective members, answering questions about the
sport. Coffee will be provided.
The Gliding Club Flies from Its own field near Pigeon
Lake about 25 miles west of Winnipeg on PTH 26. It is
equipped with its own fleet of two training gliders, a
single-seat glider and two towplanes, as well as having
some privately-owned gliders, or sailplanes, based
there.
Gliding is the descent of any aircraft with little or no
engine power, while soaring combines this with the
technique of staying aloft and climbing in rising
currents of air, or thermals.
The Club trains new pilots and encourages those
who become licenced to go on to advanced soaring
and cross-country flying. Flights of one to five
hours,some over distances of 50 to 300 kilometres are
made from Pigeon Lake during the soaring season.
Anyone wanting further information about the Club
can also phone the Winnipeg Gliding Club at 885-5326.

"DATE SOF VI SITS
?'

CUP Cuts Back

Red River Community College's
role in the community is to act as a
sort of intermediary between the
potential workforce and the job
market, said Marvin Blauer,
Associate Deputy Minister of
Education, in a recent interview.
"Red River's high job placement
record has given us a good reputation with students and employers,"
he said.
, "We prefer to call our graduates
practitioners, not professionals or
vocational students".
As a professor at Brock University, Ste. Catharines, Mr. Blauer
had received complaints from
employers that university students
required too much training.
With respect to Red River on the
other hand, the employer has a
voice in structuring a course. The
training is tailored to meet "on the
job" requirements.
"Students seem to be getting
over the prestige aspect of University." Mr. Blauer said. "They're
looking for something that's going
to lead to employment."
Red River doesn't promise
everyone a job upon graduation
but it makes a conscious effort to
keep in touch with just how many
people the labour market can absorb.
There are about 6,000 fulltime
day students in Manitoba community colleges, 5,000 of them at
Red River. For every student
accepted there is another turned
down.
"We have an opposite crisis
from other types of schools," Mr.
Blauer explained. "If we took
everyone, there just wouldn't be
enough jobs."
Even though the unemployment
rate is high, Mr. Blauer said Red
River will not be cutting back on
enrollment. "The real question is
whether or not we can afford to , expand."
The government hasn't threatened any money cutbacks but it is
still difficult to stretch the budget .
Operatingcosrehigbcause
everytime a job field adds an advanced piece of equipment , Red
River has to match it in order to
adequately train students.
"It would be nice if the companies would take us in for practical training" he commented. "It
would give employers a better

chance to say what a course needs
and would give students a chance
to make connections in the field."
The federal government and
Canada Manpower continually do
surveys and studies of the job
market situation but Red River's
major source of information is the
Course Advisory Committees.
These committees, made up of
employers. unions and instructors,
try to determine the direction an industry is taking. For instance, if the
petroleum industry is expanding

does it mean they need drillers or
typists?
Mr. Blauer compared the community college system to the university and European systems.
"Universities get too caught up
in their own autonomy, " he said.
"What they want to teach is not
necessarily the most useful. The
opposite pole is in Europe where
the universities handle arts and
science and the employers train the
labour force."

Experts Awed By U.S.
Jobless Rate
UNEMPLOYMENT:
WASHINGTON (NDS - CUP) — Just a couple of days ago, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics came out with the cheery announcement that
"unemployment dropped sharply" last month to 6.4 per cent of the
civilian labor force. But some of the country's leading economists and
manpower experts are challenging the announcement, calling it
"implausible". or even "incredible".
The Bureau reported that total employment, seasonally adjusted, rose
in November by a whopping 1,359,000. Otto Eckstein, president of Data
Resources Incorporated is one of the many economists who find this
number to he "incredible". He says that that increase is the biggest twomonth gain in the last three decades with one exception. And that came in
1960, after a steep decline in employment. No such decline preceeded this
last huge jump.
h
Furthermore, it's difficult to find anything in the performance of the
U.S. economy that would account for such rapid growth in the number of
jobs. Industrial production was sluggish, and the Gross National Product,
too. was well below the growth shown earlier in the year.
- Then too, the Bureau's data on employment is just not supported by
more reliable statistics.
The Bureau's household survey showed that huge jump of 1.3 million
employed. But when you look at the number of Americans on payrolls,
you see that employment rose by only slightly more than half a million.
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Student housing runs out of steam
because of
funding difficulties
Page -3
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DO YOU WANT TO BE A STAR?

BONG SHOW PUB
Friday, February 10, 1978
— South Gym, 3:00-7:00 p.m. Admission $1.00.

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE
FEATURING DOUG McARTHUR
In the Tower Lounge 11:00 - 1:00 daily from Tuesday, Feb. 7th to Thursday Feb. 9th, 1978. Admission:
FREE.

MED. LAB. BAKE SALE
Wednesday, February 8th in hallway between
Tower Lounge and Buffalo Cafeteria.

Religion For Gays
Religious services for homo-sexually-oriented men and women are held
on the second Sunday of each month by the Council on Homosexuality
and Religion. Headed by clergy members of Council or member congregations. services are intended as alternative occasions of worship for
gay people and provide an opportunity to reconstruct a positive spiritual
self-identity. The next service is at 2:30 p.m. February 12. in the University of Winnipeg Chapel. Portage at Balmoral. For more info. call: 2698678. Starting Feb. 6 listen to the Council's "Gay Christian Forum" on
CJUM-FM. Mondays. 8:00 p.m.

The United Way
Has acknowledged R.R.C.C. Contribution to the
Christmas Cheer Board which was provided by the
collection at the Students' Christmas Party. The United
Way would like to express their thanks to all those who
donated.

Don't Miss
Jim Woodyard !
IN CONCERT
WEDNESDAY, FEBURARY 22nd, TOWER LOUNGE
11:00 - 1:00 ADMISSION: FREE
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Lack of funds Stalls Student Housing
By Herb Campbell

g
KABO

Just enter the Bong Show!!
We're looking for people with any kind of talent in any kind of act! The entry deadline is February 8th and auditions are February 9th in the black lecture
theatre, 3:30 p.m.
The winner will be awarded 649.75. Enter Now ... Fame and Fortune
could be yours!

February 7 1978

Singing
Christian
group on Western tour
from Japan, Thursday,
February 16, 1978 Tower
Lounge 11:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Admission: FREE.

Ernie Covaks I & II
The Mad Comedf of one of the greatest comedians that television has
ever produced. Covaks — The Inventor of the TV Sight Gag — in a sidesplitting parade of improbable and absurd situations. The best of this comic
genius is an exclusive program for VTN audiences.
Shown daily 11:00 - 1:00
Monday, February 6, 1978 — Tower Lounge
Tuesday, February 7, 1978 — Green and Gold
Wednesday, February 8, 1978 — "J" Building
Thursday, February 9, 1978 — Gregn and Gold

Bread and Rock Special
Both shown daily 11:00 - 1:00
Monday, February 13 — Tower Lounge
Tuesday, February 14 2-- Tower Lounge
• Wednesday, February 15 — Green and Gold
Thursday, February 16 — Green and Gold

GUEST SPEAKER
JUDITH MARSHALL
Who will be speaking on the current situation in South Africa. Monday,
February 13, 1978. Black Lecture Theatre, 12:00 noon Admission: FREE.

YOU CAN HELP
SOMEONE NEEDS YOU. Following is a list of opportunities for service in the Winnipeg
area compiled by the Volunteer Centre, a United Way agency. If you can volunteer in one of
these unpaid positions. or many others not listed here. please call the Centre. 943-6671. The
programs of the many health and welfare organizations in Winnipeg can be successfully conducted only with the assistance of many volunteers who have time and interest to contribute. The
responsibility of the Volunteer Centre is to locate these volunteers and refer them to the
organizations to which they can be of greatest assistance.
FRIENDLY VISITORS: young volunteers are needed to visit seniors in their homes to
become friends to the elderly. A group of four visitors is needed. St. Boniface area.
GROUP LEADER: needed for a woman's group meeting the first and third Thursday of
each month. The leader would be responsible for developing the program. A warm personality
with genuine caring for people is needed. Some group leadership experience with casual instructional groups an asset. Middle aged women preferred. Evening group.
TOUR GUIDES: volunteers required at the Museum of Man and Nature to guide student
groups through the Museum galleries and conduct school programs. A challenging learning experience in an exciting and interesting atmosphere. Volunteers must be 18 and over. Time required at least '2 a day a week (perferably one full day).

BRIDGE INSTRUCTOR: needed to teach a group of senior citizens how to play bridge.
Monday. Thursday. or Friday morning preferred. Downtown area.
REPAIR MAN: needed to teach senior citizens how to repair small electrical appliances.
One morning a week.

HOST OR HOSTESS: needed for a drop in centre in a nursing home early evenings and
weekends. This is an unstructured program where residents without visitors may meet for games,
music and conversation. Volunteers should have a genuine interest in the elderly and handicapped. St. Boniface area.

ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE: to assist in the preparation of a directory of social services.
Volunteers would locate and request lists of potential purchasers by telephone. Prepare card Filing system from lists, assist in organization of materials according to index and cross references.
Office experience and typing needed.
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A source of funding remains the
principal issue to be resolved
before Red River's on-campus student housing can become a reality.
Members of the Student's
Association, architect for the project, Alex Katz, and management
consultant, Frank Goldberg, along
with Les Talbot, Director of
RRCC. met on January 26 with
the Deputy Minister of Education,
Dr. Wesley Lorimer, and Associate
Deputy Minister of Education,
Marvin Blauer, to "conceive an implementation process" for the project.
Dr. Lorimer commented that a
residence at the college had been
discussed before and "tentative approval at a preliminary stage" was
given to the "notion of a residence
on the college grounds, providing a
suitable site was decided-upon and
the operation of which was not a
college or government responsibility".
This situation still exists with the
new minister, he said.
He suggested management by a
college alumni association or other
permanent body would be
desirable.
The college has three possible
routes by which to seek funding for
the project, Katz said. Financing
through either the student housing
or co-op housing sections of the
National Housing Act with Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC), or the public housing route through the provincial
government. he said.
CMHC has listed criteria to be
satisfied before it would consider
funding the project. Katz said. '

Firstly, they would like a letter
from the province asking support
of the project, he said.
Secondly, they would like the
province to state student housing at
RRCC as a priority over other
types of housing,.he said.
And thirdly, CMHC would want
the province to guarantee any cost
amount overruns, Katz said.
If the provincial government was
to become the debtor, as CMHC
suggests, it would add to the public
debt. Lorimer said, and "that
doesn't sound compatible with
what the Premier says is the
government's position".
Lorimer expressed a definite
aversion to being quoted on
government policy.
"All I know (of government
policy on housing) is what I read in
the newspapers and hear on the
radio, like everyone else", he said.
The non-profit or co-op housing
route would allow anyone who met
the monetary qualifications to
make use of the facility, Katz said,
ruling out occupancy by students
alone.
The public housing route, he
went on to say. would afford subsidies toward rents, but leave the
facilities open to all eligible persons
not only students attending RRCC.
Another problem with the public
housing route, Lorimer said, is the
difficulty in keeping vacancies over
the summer months so they will be
available to students when the
school year begins.
This problem had arisen atThe
Pas, he said. Grads and the general
public move in over the summer
months. leaving less space for

Everything you
haven't heard
before.
JBL's new L212 three way speakers from
Advance ... a totally new picture of highperformance sound, from the people that wrote
the book.
Turn on to JBL ... suddenly you'll be aware
of a fullness in the music that you've heard before
but never associated with recorded sound.
You'll hear all of the bass, all the fundamental
tones you couldn't bring home from the concert.
It's not only everything you've heard before. It's
everything you haven't.
The music is rich with sound at the highest
•
or lowest limit of your hearing.
Come to Advance for your personal L212
demonstration in our new Audio Mall ... even at
rug-curling, rock concert loudness, you'll get a
clarity, a smoothness, an enthusiasm for detail
you've never heard before.
Finally, when you look for the monster
amplifier that's driving all that sound ... there
isn't one. The 1212 from Advance takes one fourth
the power you'd need with a conventional low
efficiency loudspeaker.
Everything you haven't heard before .
JBL's new L212 speakers from Advance.
Now you've heard everything!

students.
Student housing has an
"economic vulnerability" Katz
said. Unless there is 100% occupancy, there is a shortfall in
funds, he commented.
Blauer suggested that since the
summer break at RRCC was only
two months, as compared to the
five month university break,
summer occupancy might not present as much of a problem.
Students may stay in the city to
work over the summer and continue to occupy the facility, he
suggested.
Bruce Hamilton, SA president,
said he had talked to several
students who had indicated a
willingness to "gladly pay rent over
the summer months", as they were
often required to do so in other
lease situations anyways.
Goldberg suggested a leasing
system that would parallel the
trimester system at RRCC. He
suggested a premium of rental rates
for fall semesters, regular rates for
spring sessions, and low rates for
the summer semester.
This would help to offset
summer vacancies, he suggested,
and would make it possible for
students to register for their
residences at the same time they
register for their courses.
Goldberg commented the rental
figure suggested by those students
surveyed on possible residency was
lower than the projected requirement to meet costs and a rental
subsidy could be required.
In light of the fact that the
government has cut down on the
number of new housing units,

Lorimer said, which relates both to
operation subsidies and the capital
debt situation, he said the college
was "being optimistic to expect initial funding or rent subsidies" from
the provincial government:
This would have to be determined by asking the minister, he
said, who would in turn ask the
cabinet.
He suggested a proposal be
developed that he could submit to
the minister.
He also suggested the federal
government as a possible source of
subsidy for the project.
The new residences at the U of
M and Brandon University are
supposed to be self-sustaining with
funds they take in, Lorimer said.
The University Grants commission
may subsidize them to some extent,
he said. This point was not made
clear in the discussion.
When asked by Katz if the
government would be willing to
support student housing at RRCC
as a priority, Lorimer said yes in
terms of principle, but not in financial terms.
Katz commented that funds
allocated to the provinces by
CMHC for student housing were
nominal in all provinces. He
suggested a pooling of these
monies for use by one province in a
given year might make better use
of these funds.
Katz asked if the University
Grants Commission or the Department of Education would be
prepared to tell CMHC that they
would underwrite any loan
overruns.
That would be doubtful, Lorimer

guessed, and again expressed reluctance to be quoted as government
policy is the minister's area of
responsibility.
As to the site of the facility,
Lorimer suggested the Notre Dame
and King Edward site. The college
would never expand there, he said,
and it would be handy for public
transit.
CMHC, had recommended a site
further north on King Edward,
Goldberg said, as it would utilize
the college as a buffer to airport
noise, he said.
Glen Stewart, SA business
manager, asked how to get government commitment on the land
question.
Lorimer replied the question of
land was not a big problem. If the
facility was to be a permanent
residence, he said, the government
would probably be helpful. But the
government would be concerned
about the land question if there was
danger the facility would fall into
private hands, he said.
Katz suggested the operation of
the units could be partially absorbed by the students as related to
their college programs. This would
reduce operating costs and afford
on site application of skills for
students, he said.
Other advantages of an oncampus residence for students
would be a lessening of traffic to
and from the college and the addition of the desirable component of
people living on the grounds, Katz
said.
Many students would save two
or more hours commuting time and
the expense incurred if a college
residence was available, Goldberg
commented.
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Coverage Or
Encouragement?

EDITORIALS

By Herb Campbell

Justice For Whom
Susan Mihaychuk

The recent Oak Lake hostage
drama has aroused some open
hostilities and raised heated
questions about the senseless,
brutal killings of police officers.
One of the officers involved in the
recent incident now faces life with a
permanent disability.
The story is an old one, weighing
the various pros and cons of a
reformed legal system 90 the existance or lion-existence of justice.
It is argued that police officers
are aware of the danger they will
have to face in their role as law enforcers but can this be an excuse
for letting criminals off the hook?
A person who murders a police
officer faces life imprisonment yet
we hear of cases where such
criminals are subject to early
paroles for proven reform and
good behaviour.
In large part we seem to be
members of a do-gooder society
who want to bring justice and fair
treatment to all. Is it really possible
to speak about justice and criminal
rehabilitation in one breath?
Recently, prisoners in two
different Canadian penitentiaries
held guards as hostages and

demanded certain privileges as
minority groups. One wonders
whether today's justice is more
beneficial to the victim or the accused?
Countless battles have been
waged banning the use of television
programs involving police violence.
Certain children's cartoons have
been cancelled from television
listings for excessive use of
violence. We don't want our
children to grow up influenced by
the awful things they see on television which Psychiatrically have
been proven harmful. How can we
alleviate the existing situation when
actual exposure to violence is becoming more threatening in today's
increasingly turbulent society?
Violence has beco-me a
modern-day reality that can no
longer be ignored or hidden from
the eyes of future generations. Our
children are on the brink of wide
social transformations. They must
be well-equipped to cope with the
problems that will confront them in
a world vastly different from
previous generations.
Easily-attained knowledge by
the aid of electronic media and improved technology has made
today's child aware of the world

around him at a very early age!
Television violence is now part of
outside reality.
In an age of growing indifferences and discriminations,
nuclear and germ warfare, mass
unemployment and computer control, the word humanity holds
significant meaning; but for whom?
Over-publicizing of criminal actions and lack of competent legal
restrictions strengthens deviant
behaviour.
Protection of the criminal is
overriding the rights of the innocent. Has the abolition of capital
punishment proven valuable? Are
we over-protecting the criminal
sector of society and blinding
ourselves to the true meaning of
justice?
Perhaps social ideas are'destined
to stages of trial and error. An old
saying says we learn by our mistakes. Unfortunately, it is the innocent members of society who seem
to suffer in the long run.
The Oaklake police killing was
just another of many that will
probably occur in the future if
criminal laws remain weakened by
a concern to defend the rights of
the lawbreakers above the lives of
the peacemakers.

MAILBOX
Dear Editor

Madame X was in the mood for
a change in her usually drab lunch
hours. It was challenging, but after
asking directions. Madame X
made her way to one of the
college's small eating spots 'and
waited patiently in line.
Good. thought Madame X, the
food will be great with all these
people waiting to get in! Well, the
food may have been a chef's
delight but Madame X missed out
on the treat!
The menu was limited but
Madame X finally got the attention
of a waitress and settled for an
order of toast and tea. She was
soon informed that only white
bread was available and furthermore, that a minimum charge existed!
Madame X thought the
minimum charge a reasonable idea
for a busy lunch hour, but why
hadn't it been posted so she
wouldn't have had to wait till she
ordered? As for the slim choice of
bread varieties — Madame X left
disheartened and without lunch.
What will happen to Madame
X? Will she ever be able to order
brown or rye toast? Will she drown
herself in despair in a bowl of
gravy or over-indulge on stale
lunch bags? Tune in next week to
the continuing saga of starving
Madame X and the "Search for the
Lost Lunch Hour" or "Back to
bologna Sandwiches."
Madame X.

Dear Projector Editor:

The hallway between the Tower
Lounge and Buffalo Place
Cafeteria is as modernistically boring as the rest of the college. But a

woman cannot walk. run or think
her way down this particular corridor without being thoroughly insulted.
A certain group of male
"children" frequently sit on the
ledge on the tower lounge side of
this hallway. Yes boys, you're
finally on your way to fame, the
rotten kind, the degrading kind.
Yes boys. everyone wants to know
whether you have nothing better to
do than sit around and say "nice
ass" and "hey baby" to each
woman your tunnelled eyes happen
to see.
And is it true you all just
wouldn't know what to do if one of
these women stopped, wiggled over
and tried to work out a little
proposition? But of course this is
true. You've never gone past talking. That's tvhy you're all living
common-law with your hands,
which is proven by your collective
elementary behaviour.
And is it also true that when a
woman reminds you of your alternatives to happiness — such as
"fuck off", "screw yourself",
"shut-up" or "grow-up", you look
rather surprised that such words
actually came from a female's
mouth? And of course this is true,
since you all possess the abilities
and values of Archie Bunker. Ha!
Meanwhile at your every night
"rooster parties", when the conversation becomes more intelligent
than beer and all the make-believe
women you've had, .you comment
on how stupid Archie Bunker is
and how much he's like your dad
(who, to be cool, you profess to
dislike and would never follow in
his footsteps).
Well, boys, need I say that
women don't appreciate insults like
the loose sex jargon you direct at
them and two word synopses ,of
their physical characteristics. Such
insults are especially sickening

when they come from such pitiful
cases as you boys.
Catherine Hamilton

Tired of being the anonymous little person wandering about the
world carrying the weight of the world on your shoulders?
Warit to become a nationally known personality?
It's easy.
If you don't lit into the social stratum which affords you easy
availability to press coverage there is an alternative route by which
to obtain nationwide media coverage.
Grab some unsuspecting passerby, by force of course, threaten
their life and find a relatively secure fortress from which to ward off
police or other would-be rescuers.
That's it. Once you've achieved this, you need only leak a hint of
the situation to the local paper and the extensive play by play,
publicity process has begun.
Or maybe you're just some poor slob who has been unjustly
persecuted and been put in jail for murder of some such
'misdemeanor'.
Nevertheless, you are still worthy of being quoted coast to coast
on your views of how things should be in this society, or are most
deserving of the use of all our modern forms of media by which to
lament your personal situation to the country.
Suddenly a great transformation occurs. The whole country has
their eyes focused on you. You are suddenly THE person to listen
to. A miraculous transformation of situations that can be achieved
by anyone who is of low enough intellect to try it.
The success rate. especially of late seems to be 100%.
If you are good with words you might even.be able to persuade
the individual or individuals whom you have kidnapped, that you
are merely a victim of circumstance. A poor soul mistreated by
society since day one. This is a real victory. How could the public
he against a person who is so clearly a victim of circumstance that
even their. captives have come to believe they are a lesser form of
saint?
"The man was so good he didn't even kill me! He can't be all
had."
I can't help feeling the elaborate and extensive coverage of such
incidents only glorifies the acts of these individuals or groups and
through a twisted sense of lo is lends a certain credibility to the
reasoning behind their existerve.
This can he particularly appealing to someone who is in a position where they have nothing to lose and everything to gain. If one
person has managed to get charges dropped, or maybe create
public sympathy for their situation couldn't it become an alternative
to consider for all persons in similar situations?
Surely it is obvious that the fame and publicity caused by such
elaborate coverage and attention. must be attractive to someone
who has never dreamed of being able to achieve it. A
enough mind would overlook that it was against the law or that it
would create a traumatic experience for the hostages.
Such incidents are definitely newsworthy, but they shouldn't be
glamourized. And where do you go to get an impartial jury for
these cases?

None Of Your Business, but • •
by Dave Haynes

This column was written under duress. I was walking by the Projector office the other day when this
guy with a beard and ponytail grabs me, puts me in a headlock and pulls me into the office. Next he tells
me he's the new editor and he has no idea what he's supposed to do. To cap it off he tells me I'm going to
write a column for him or he'll remove my elbows with his teeth.
Now although the elbow bit sounded kind of kinky, I didn't feel like having my arms gnawed. When I
accepted. Herb looked disappointed. (I think he wanted the elbows.) After a bit of sulking, he said I could
write whatever I wanted as long as it was socially significant and vas
∎ hard-hitting journalism, that goes
right for the throat of the establishment.
I had no idea, what he was talking about so I thought I'd write an advise column this issue.
Take a look in the back of a magazine sometime. Deep inside are little ads for books that tell you
"How to pick up girls" or "100 great opening lines". Those might work for the odd guy, but if you want
some real success. try this o'ut.
Next time you're out movin' on a dream, gettin' down at the disco, try one of these sure fire lines.
Suppose there's this beautiful blonde that's been driving you wild all night. Why not slide up beside her,
put your arm on her shoulders and whisper into her ear, "Hey Babe, I bet you didn't know pigs don't
sweat." '
You'll have her wrapped around your fingers.
Or, if you see a cute little brunette you'd give your grandparents for, just give her that sly, devilish
smile of yours and mention that you collect bookends. That'll send her reelin'.
A few other lines you might want to try:
"I bet I can guess your weight."
"Hi there. I'm a convicted rapist, but if you come home with me I'll skip the beating."
"Plastic surgeons can do wonders these days."
"What's a girl like you doing in a nice place like this?"
If you can't get a girl with those lines, maybe you should start thinking about inflatable dolls.

Ken Sitter, my leader, ordered me to mention his name in my column, but to hell with him. Ken Sitter
can't push me around. There's no way Ken Sitter's going to get his name mentioned. I don't have to take
any orders from Ken Sitter.

There are certain rumours filtering around the college that should be cleared up before they get out of
hand. First of all, it's not true some girls that go for a walk through building A are never seen again.
MOST are never seen again. Second ... No, it's not true that the guys who play football in the Cave are
locked up at night (although it's not a bad idea).
Finally, it's not true that the Buffalo Cafeteria has a contract with the Humane Society. They find
their own stray cats.
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Quebec Pioneers
Gay Rights
Protection Law
QUEBEC CITY (CUP) —
Quebec has become the first place
in North America to legislate civil
rights for its homosexual minority.
The National Assembly agreed
Dec. 15 to include "sexual orientation" in its human rights charter,
after a recommendation from the
province's human rights commission.
Gay rights- groups had been
publicly lobbying for such an
amendment for the past three years
to stop oppression of homosexuals
by police and landlords. A raid on
a gay bar by Montreal city police
last fall brought 2,000 gays into the
streets to demand reform.
Public pressure after the rally
and the support of 25 unions and
civil rights organizations prompted
the human rights commission to
make the recommendation.
A spokesperson for ('Association pour les droits des gai (e) s du
Quebec cautions that the amendment "is only a first step. We intend to pursue further action,
notably regarding changes to the
federal criminal code and problems

of continued police repression."
The Ontario human rights commission has also recommended the
inclusion of sexual orientation in
that province's code. But many
Ontario- cabinet ministers oppose
the amendment, and a barrage of
anti-gay coverage and editorials in
the Toronto media are expected to
help defeat the protection clause.
Much of the anti-gay sentiment
is directed at the Toronto-based
gay magazine Body Politic, which
is facing obscenity charges after
printing an article called "Men loving boys loving men."
Spokespersons for the magazine
say they expect the government to
use the Body Politic controversy
"as an excuse to refuse recognition
of rights to hundreds of thousands
of gay people. This is simply
evidence of how much we need
legal protection.
"We know the government
doesn't want 'sexual orientation' in
the human rights code. Now it
looks like they'll try to pin the
Body Politic as the scapegoat when
the motion is defeated."

Co-op Scheme
Successful

TORONTO (CUP) — Quota
systems which would restrict the
number of visa students from particular countries or areas in university faculties "smell of racism", according to University of Alberta
vice-president Myer Horowitz.
Horowitz told workshop participants at a Jan. 22-24 conference
on international education held
here that people who are concerned
about the high levels of visa
students from particular countries,
such as Hong Kong, had better ask
themselves why they are concerned.
"Are we concerned about this
primarily because we have very
few students from; say, Latin
America? Or are we concerned
because the majority of students
are of a particular racial origin?
"This suggests to me that we
have a very unfortunate kind of
racism in operation;" he said.
Horowitz said that some people
at the University of Alberta want
to introduce guidelines which
would make it impossible for any
one faculty to admit more than a
certain percentage of visa students
from any single country or region.
He added that although he had
earlier supported such a proposal,
"personally, [don't think it's going
to work. It smells of racism. It
became very clear to-me that my
institution was not at the stage of
development that would resuk in
anything positive."
Horowitz said that currently
most of his university's international students are from Hong
Kong—about 43 percent of the university's 1,250 visa students. In
some faculties, such as engineering,
as many as 75 percent of visa
students enrolled are from Hong
Kong.

Visa Students Face
Racist Quota's
He said that he would like to see
institutions plan the mix of visa
students through more positive
moves than quotas. If universities
want to attract students from a
particular area, they could
publicize the institution in. certain
places and offer scholarships to
students from those areas. "And
perhaps we should do more than
we are doing now to help students
with language problems while they
are here," he added.
• Some kinds of quotas may work
favourably, Horowitz said, pointing out that his institution has
adopted a policy that a. "quota

class" should include a minimum
of five per cent visa students.
And he added that some institutions which are pleased that
they avoid quotas may instead use
other restrictive measures. "It may
be possible to avoid quotas and do
a number of things that are far
more restrictive."
The University of Alberta itself
requires visa students to score 600
on the Test of English as A Foreign
Language—a score much higher
than those required at most other
Canadian and American institutions.

By Catherine Hamilton
Both members and nonmembers of the RRCC branch of
the Co-operators Credit Union
have reason to be happier
customers because of adjustments
made to boost better, more efficient
service.
The positive Toad to change
revolves around the operation of
two new express wickets every Friday since January 6 of this year.
The wickets provide change and
cheque cashing for non-members
on Fridays, which is the busiest
day of the week due to the allotment of Manpower and payroll
cheques.
"Our wicket idea is working
very well," said Dave Omichinski,
Credit Union manager. "Friday
line-ups have reduced

See
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dramatically."
Since people wanting service no
longer have to waste time waiting,
they are not as hostile towards the
tellers. Also, the tellers are not as
busy and can afford the extra
minutes for more personal service
to the customers.
According to Omichinski, in the
past many members would cash
their cheques on the Friday then
return Monday to deposit.
"Because of the line-ups people
would only request the minimumof
service."
Now some of these same
members are doing both — cashing
cheques and depositing — on
Fridays. "There is no longer the
havoc and mad rush to get out of
the credit union because it's just
not as busy — the express wickets
have taken the onus off the tellers."
Less counter work for full-time
Credit Union employees is another
beneficial outcome of the scheme.
The three part-time people hired to
man the wickets play a major role
in lessening the workload.
"We plan to always have two of
the three part-time employees at
the wickets," Omichinski said.
Another full-time person has
recently been hired which will help
day-to-day operations run
smoother and more efficiently.
Omichinski had prophesied that
non-members may complain about
segregation when the express
wickets became a reality. "I'm happy to say there have been no complaints, just some very welcome
compliments."
The Credit Union can expect
further compliments once the other
scheduled changes are completed.
The plan is to do away with the
corner regular wicket and create
three across the front counter.
"This way there will be three distinguishable line-ups and disorganization will no longer be a
problem," Omichinski said.
"All changes are made with our
customers in mind, who are mainly
students. We see the importance of
encouraging them to continue being active in the credit union
movement," he added.

It takes
more than theory
to start a practice.
Small businesses thrive on
sound management and solid
financing. You know it, we know
it That's why our Business
Program for Professionals
combines expert financial advice
with the cold hard cash it takes
to start your business, to keep it
going, or to expand it
We can provide you with as
much as $50,000 depending on
your circumstances. Our operating loans are geared to yearly
terms with revolving payments

based on your cash flow.
Our capital loans, have terms
up to 10 years with flexible rePayment schedules. And both
loans areavailable with optional
life insurance coverage.
As an independent professional, this program is available to you through any of our
branches. Ask about it and you'll
find it's more tangible than talk.

ROYAL BAN K
•

The business builders.
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Young Communist League Urges
Government Restraints
Val Domenco
The Young Communist League
of Canada (YCL) has recently
launched a national campaign calling for immediate government action to create meaningful, long
term jobs for the more than one
million jobless Canadians.
YCL general secretary Mike
Gidora was in Winnipeg the week
of Jan. 23 as part of a 21 day tour
of western Canada. In an interview
he said "government policies have
created the worst unemployment

crisis since the depression of the
1930's, and we need new policies to
get us out of this mess."
Latest unemployment figures
released by Statistics Canada
showed that 882,000 Canadians,
or 8.5 percent of the labour force,
was officially unemployed in
December of last year.
Gidora said young people are
especially hard hit by unemployment. "About 45 percent of all the
unemployed in Canada are
between 15 and 24, and in fact,
young people in Canada are un-

employed at a rate that is 250 percent that for the the rest of the population."
The YCL leader dismissed
government short term work projects as "mere window dressing
designed to soften the blow of the
unemployment statistics from time
to time." Gidora said government
can take certain immediate
measures to encourage more jobs.
The only type of government that
will make these changes is one
which is not tied to big business, he
added.

ANOTHER WAY
Catherine Hamilton
It's no secret that North American people are still basically
wasteful. After all, if one has faith in and carries out the "work
ethic", the immediate reward is monetary. But now with our country's economy in a pitiful state, and our province's steadily rising
hydro rates. the onus is on the individual to venture on a personal
restraint program. Here are a few tips on saving energy in the
home:
—When using the oven and one stove element, choose the element
encasing the oven vent. (Usually a back element.) This way you're
using the excess heat from the oven.
- If you leave on a porch, stair or hall light while out; substitute a
15 watt bulb for the bright one that uses up unnecessary electricity.
—If you must use a hair blow-dryer. allow your hair to dry partially first, then set the dryer on low to finish up the job. This also helps
stop hair from drying out and splitting.
—Many older houses have uninsulated porches or summer kitchens
which can serve as storage space and/or in the winter as a walk-in
freezer. If you're fortunate enough to have such an area, make an
effort during the winter months to "store up" the odds and ends
that just don't belong anywhere else. Then, when something is needed from the "cold room", you can deposit the stored up things at
the same time. Each time the"cold room" door is opened, cold
draughts rush through the remainder of the house, causing loss of
heat. So the fewer the "openings" the better. (Quite the opposite of
the job situation!)

Planning to hold an intimate late night party for apres-event conversation and relaxation? Try to set the mood appropriately. A fire
place isn't necessary to create that dreamy, poetic atmosphere, so
try Another Way. An assortment of colourful candles arranged on
a flat mirror will reflect the romantic dazzle of your get-together. A
word of warning: Keep your candle-lit mirror to the. side of the
room and off the floor as a precaution against possible accidents.

MIKE GIDORA ... on tour

The YCL advocates a policy of
full employment which starts with
the assertion that the corporate
stranglehold on Canada's economy
must be broken, Gidora said. The
YCL. jobs program calls for the
launching of a massive low cost
housing program to provide a total
of 400,000 new or renovated units
each year for the next five years
Gidora outlined. He said each new
housing unit would provide a total
of three jobs for the period on one
year.
Gidora added the YCL is also
calling upon the federal and provincial governments to begin a
program of nationalization of basic
resource industries coupled with
the development of publicly owned
secondary industry. A third

proposal of the League is the expansion of public works programs
as an immediate relief to the unemploythent crisis Gidora said.
"The government must end its
policies of cutbacks to unemployment insurance, and harassment of
UIC recipients." Gidora said. He
added the YCL is calling for an extension of unemployment insurance coverage to include all of
the unemployed for the full duration of their unemployment.
"In our view," Gidora said. "the
vehicle to bring about basic
changes in government policy to
provide jobs lies in maximum
cooperation of all youth. student
and labour groups. including the
unemployed themselves. For our
part. we're willing to discuss with
any reasonable and responsible
organization how to bring about
such unity and we think our
proposals provide at the very least,
a good starting point for such a discussion".
When asked to outline some of
the policies of the YCL.., Gidora
said "our number one policy is the
implementation of certain youth
rights which do not exist in
Canada." Gidora explained that
the YCL movement is involved in a
struggle for things of great concern
to young people (ages 13 to 30) as
individuals and as a group. This
struggle includes the right to full
employment , the right access to a
quality education, the right to a
mass, democratic culture, to a
peaceful and secure world, and the
right to a democratic solution to
the Crisis for Confederation,
Gidora said. As the YCL motto
declares, the League is "For a Life
with a Future"..
Gidora saidyoung people have
to be made aware that the
problems they face come out of
class distinctions. It's a working
class problem — not just a problem
for you the individual but for your
class also. You as a class must
protect your interests just as the
capitalist class does."
Gidora said as far as the YCL is
concerned there are small, middle

and big capitalists. "We're worried
about the people who control the
economy, he added, the big
capitalists like the CPR ,
STELCO, !NCO and the banks."
Gidora explained "they control the
economy basically because they
control the two parties in this country, the Liberal and the Conservatives."
The big capitalists have convinced the working class that
what's best for the boss is best for
the worker. Gidora charged.
Gidora labelled this ploy as a
"giant hoax." They (the capitalists)
have the television, press, school
system, and the government at
their disposal to do this, he added.
Gidora said people are looking
around for the most viable option
to change the state of the economy
and to tackle and solve social
problems plaguing the country.
"We the YCL. are the most viable
option available to young people,"
Gidora said. "We provide the best
way to get involved in the Communist movement." he added.
For most people becoming a
Communist is not an easy decision
to make Gidora said. Gidora was
17 when he got involved in the
Initiating Committee for a YCL in
1969. Gidora's parents are Communists and through them he was
exposed to the Communist Party's
policies and the movement he said.
He added he's really not a "red
diaper baby." "I was never pushed
into the party; there was always an
open and frank discussion of
politics at home," he said.
Other young • people join the
YCL after much soul searching
Gidora said. The process for many
people involves an awareness of the
economic. racial or social problems
facing them and a realization that
the problems aren't the individual's
fault but the fault of big corporations Gidora added.
It also involves questioning the
values taught you by the school
system and the media and the
subsequent rejection of this
capitalist value system Gidora said.
You come to a fork in the road he
added. "You can develop into a
cynic and give in to the system or
you can decide and determine to
change things," Gidora said.
The YCL is a legal organization
and the largest youth group in
Canada. Winnipeg headquarters
are on Main St. For further information call: 942-8985.

February: Prime Time For Suicide
By Kathy Eaton

Most dogs enjoys romp in the snow, but the white stuff found in
the city (which usually doesn't. remain white thanks partly to the
dog) contains salt and chemical "melters", which can poison an
animal if eaten. After your dog frolics in the snow, wash his feet
thoroughly so he doesn't consume any dangerous chemicals. Also,
icy lumps of snow trapped in the pads of your pet's feet can cause
irritation. If you clip the hair from between his toes, there's less
chance of ice crystal formation.

A decorative and inexpensive area rug can be easily created in
one afternoon. All you need is a piece of strong canvas in the size
you plan to make the rug, an assortment of rug samples, and good
quality glue. If you know someone in the carpet business, you might
be able to lay your hands on some old rug samples free of charge.
But if you're not -that lucky, the best bet is to check out various
carpet wholesalers, who usually have bins of carpet scraps. Odd
sizes and textures of rug morsels are fine for an abstract rug. If
your taste is more conservative, you'll be happy with squares of the
same size in perhaps four different colours. For example, I was fortunate to find 100 four-inch shag squares — 25 of each navy, green
gold and orange. This produced.a 28" by 56" area rug, with two
squares left over. Whatever rug scraps you happen to come up
with, there's the choice of a planned (perhaps symmetrical) design,
or an abstract one. Now, HOW TO MAKE IT: Put down lots of
newspaper and lay the canvas flat on top. Next, apply the glue to
the backing of the rug piece. Place.the square down in the corner of
the canvas and 'continue on following a design or playing it by
sense, d'ntil the entire canvas is filled. Place the pieces right next to
each other so there won't be any gaps in your rug.

There are a lot of problems
within a College or University but
certainly none more critical than
student suicide. Since February is a
period when stress is high for
students, the suicidal incidents also
increase.
Klinic is an organization funded
by the Provincial government and
the United Way and is designed to
help those who may be considering
taking their own lives.
Staff councillor, for -Klinic,
Sigrid Rolse said it is not unusual
for people to think of suicide as an
alternative because it is a simple
solution and one that anyone is
capable of accomplishing.
Indeed suicide is not rare. The
Department of Health and Social
Development reports it is the second leading cause of death in Manitoba for people between the ages
of 15 to 39. It has also tripled in
the last 10 years for this age group.
Perhaps a bright note might be
that although young people have
the highest rate for attempted
suicides, they have the lowest completion rate. Ms. Rolse said it
would be wrong to say these people
are 'just: trying to get attention.
Any thought of taking your own

life must be considered a deep
rooted Cry for help.
If students in Red River wish to
talk to a qualified person about this
sort of problem they can go to the
Health Centre where there is a
PsYbchiatric nurse or to the counselling service in the Tower
building. Outside of the College,

phones are open 24 hours a day at
Klinic - 786-8686 and the Salvation Army - 943-4300.
Talking to a friend or trained
person may help a suicidal person
realize there are other alternatives.
Ms. Rolse said this is the first and
most important step in solving the
problem.
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ATAC Raps Winnipeg Emergency Assistance
Mal Rawlings

The evening of January 31, 1977
will remain a horrifying nightmare
for surviving tennants of the 877
Preston Avenue fire that needlessly
claimed the lives of eight people, including an 18 month old baby.
Tuesday evening seven former
tennants of 877 Preston Avenue,
along with approximately 40 sympathetic citizens, attended a
memorial service to commemorate
the tragic events that have
marred victims of the fire both
physically and psychologically.
The inquest that followed concluded that the owners of the Town
'n' Country Lodge were not
responsible for the fire and, the
causes have still not been satisfactorily determined.
Associated Tennants Action
Committee (ATAC) spokesman
Dave Scanlon says they are still
proceeding with lawsuits against
the City of Winnipeg and its
various departments, for not enforcing regulations that could have
prevented the loss of eight lives and
the numerous injuries suffered.
ATAC was formed as a direct
result of the fire disaster.
ATAC manager Gerry Lucier
he and
was one of the survivors
his wife were forced to "swan dive"
from their third story apartment
because there wasn't a fire escape.
In addition to unenforced
building codes it was discovered
that insurance companies wouldn't
touch the building because of its
deplorable condition. "The building

was a piece of shit, " Scanlon said.
However the horror of that
fateful evening was to be only the
beginning of a twisted tale of
frustration and humiliation for the
survivors of the fire.
Many had lost loved ones, all
lost their personal property and
still others were suffering from
crippling injuries.
All victims were in a state of
shock and they expected immediate
assistance...at least enough to get
them on their feet again.
Instead, according to ATAC,
they were faced with the city
welfare bureaucracy that used
humiliation and intimidation in an
effort to discourage their efforts to
obtain any assistance.
City welfare promised food
vouchers to the victims that were
to be provided at an emergency
welfare office set up in the
McLaren Hotel but they never
materialized.
Instead, City Welfare directed
the victims to go to the main office
for the vouchers...and so they did,
many on crutches, as they
manoeuvered their way down the
icy streets.
However, when they did receive
their vouchers it was discovered
that the restaurant was too high
priced to make the five dollars a
day stretch enough to satisfy their
hunger.
Clothing for the victims was
another major problem. City
welfare did not feel responsible for
providing clothing because they felt
the Red Cross and Salvation Army

Memorial services were conducted last week "for lives lost and those who suffered" one year ago in the tragic fire at 877 Preston Ave. The wreath was donated by
the Associated Tennants Action Committee, a citizens group formed as a result of
the fire.
had already satisfied this need, said
an ATAC report.
Unfortunately, the Red Cross
and the Salvation Army could not

financial success
through
personal money
management
Financial Success Through, Personal Money Management
Finapcial success doesn't just happen — it's planned. You can help secure your financial future by
using all the low cost services offered at your Credit Union. A Personal Money Management plan can
be tailored to suit -your individual needs. In addition to personal, confidential counselling — many'
Credit Unions provide:
1. Higher Interest on Savings
2. Attractive Term Deposits
3. Low Cost Loans
4. Free or Low Cost Chequing
5'. Interest on Current Accounts
6. Trust Accounts
7. Safety Deposit Boxes
8. Special Open Ended Mortgages
9. Passport Assistance
10. Longer more convenient
Working Hours

ELECTRONKS. LTD.
316 - 416 MAIN STREET
Mcintyre Building
Across from Richarthon Bldg.
CALCULATOR SPECIALISTS
WE REPAIR & SERVICE ALL TYPES & MAKES
& MODELS OF CALCULATORS
& CALCULATING MACHINES
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or would not provide adequate
clothing to the victims. What was
supplied, according to some victims was either the wrong size or
else in such tattered condition that
it was not able to provide adequate
warmth for the harsh cold.
One family had no clothing at all
for their child and for the three
days prior to the issue of clothing
, they said a female welfare
supervisor advised them to squeeze
the infant between their impaired
bodies when it needed sleep...the
mother was suffering from a
broken pelvis, a broken left arm in
a cast, and extensive nerve damage
to both arms and some fingers
while the father had his broken foot
in a cast up to his knee.
According to ATAC, a favorite
tactic of City Welfare was to
switch workers on the disaster victims. A case would be assigned to a
qualified welfare worker who
would take considerable time
reviewing the case only to discover
it wasn't their department....then
pass it on to someone else who
would in turn review it again and
pass it on. When the problem was
finally resolved by City Welfare it
would be too late....new problem
would await solution in a similar
manner.
This is termed the "Ridiculous
Referral Process" by ATAC.
`There were also a number of
grievances from the victims about
the Salvation Army's temporary
assistance.
Victims who were able to walk
to an interview with a Salvation
Army representative were . given
preferential assistance while those
who were hindered by injuries were
for the most part ignored, according to ATAC.
ATAC also pointed out that the
Salvation Army clothing disbursements were extremely disorganized with no attempt made to
have clothes fit the recipient, the
clothing was often torn and unclean, and there was not nearly
enough infant wear to go around
(some babies went for several days
without clothes). In addition
ATAC said there was no follow
up by the Salvation Army to investigate the needs of hospitalizes
victims or any of the other vicitms.
However, ATAC still feels the
Salvation Army should be con-

gratulated for the work they did to
relieve the immediate pressure that
otherwise would have fallen on the
shoulders of the City and Provincial Welfare departments.
ATAC feels it can't emphasize
enough that charity from agencies,
such as the Red Cross and the
Salvation Army, is only temporary
and City Welfare abuses them to a
detrimental extent.
Also, ATAC feels much of the
bitterness directed towards these
charitable organizations is the
direct result of City Welfare
manipulation tactics.
This should also be an opportunity for the 650,000 people of
Winnipeg to examine their own
compassion for fellow human
beings...Gerry Lucier was on a
popular radio talk show shortly
after the fire to explain the
hardships faced by the victims of
the fire...and we only volunteered a
paltry $21 to help.
Associated Tennants Action
Committee has made several
recommendations for future
emergency disaster assistance:
*disaster victims should be issued
cash financial assistance instead of
vouchers distributed by City
Welfare which would enable victims to purchase necessities at
bargain prices.
*The "Ridiculous Referral
Process" should be done away with
to avoid subjecting people in shock
to the frustrating runaround. One
agency should be established as coordinator for all agencies in disaster assistance.
*City Welfare should be aware that
charitable` organizations are only
temporary sources of emergency
help.
*The Salvation Army should
evaluate their own short-comings
when dealing with disaster
situations.
*Various charitable organizations
could be working to provide disaster assistance to victims upon
release from hospital.
*A volunteer assistance program
should be initiated to help transport
injured victims in their search of
housing, food, and clothing.
*Public involvement certainly
could exceed its past effort.
Disaster is a terrifying experience
public encouragement in any
form would be beneficial.
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ENTERTAINMENT

On-Campus Bargain Dining With a Flair
Jim Burgoyne

"The Fonz" Only One Side To Henry Winkler
Glen Dawkins
If you wanted a phrase to express the trend that this year's
movies have taken, it would have
to be "the year of the transformation".
The year has seen John Denver
become an actor, George Burns
become God, (both in Oh, God)
John Travolta become something
other than Vinnie Barbarino,
("Saturday Night Fever"), and
Henry Winkler discard his leather
jacket for a pair of wrestling
trunks.
Yes, the one and only Henry
Winkler, the man who made a generation of "Happy-Dayers" go
"ay-y-yy" in unison, is now the

"one and only" Andy Schmitt in a
movie destined to become the funniest of the year.
The film, "The One and Only"
(aptly named), is playing at the
Colony Theatre (across from the
Bay) and also stars Kim Darby. It
is directed by Carl Reiner, whose
previous successes include "Oh,
God" which is still rolling them in
the aisles.
The movie follows Andy, a twobit college actor as he tries to prove
to people that he is more than that.
Acting is his main activity and he is
contently performing even in
serious situations ( a self-made
George Carlin Class Clown). He
treats the world as W it really was a
stage and he is the star attraction

(a sign of insecurity). Andy even
falls in love in movie style (love at
first sight) with Mary Crawford
(Kim Darby); he sings to her in a
crowded restaurant to prove it. She
finally marries him out of desperation because she's too "embarrassed to have him as a date!"
They get married and go off to
New York to start his career.
His career is impeded by one
trivial fact (at least Andy thinks it
trivial); he cannot seriously act,
and-added to that is the problem
that he is always trying to steal the
show. He goes so far as to tell a
playwright how his play should be
changed (with the obvious results).
When it seems that all is lost, he

meets Milton the midget (Herve
Villechaize).
Milton gets Andy involved in
professional wrestling for money.
Wrestling is presented by director
Reiner as circus-like where it is
"weird" to be "normal". This
causes strain to be put on Andy's
marriage and almost breaks it completely.
Andy Schmitt's story is the story
of almost everyone who has ever
had to sacrifice for a dream (what
price do I pay for fame).
It is also a story of the search for
• your "one and only" love (an angle
used more and more by modern
script-writers). The film itself is
excellently directed and casted. It

•

By Martine West
And Bless the Beatles for
Being ( ... but not the makers
of this movie ).
I really wanted to give this
movie The Beatles Away
With Words ' a terrific review
- but I can't. I don't like to
put anything about the fab
four down, but I have to.
In this case it's not their
fault, so my conscience is
soothed .
The premier showing was to
a sparse crowd ( mostly winners of the CKY ticket
giveaway, I suspect ) .
We all sighed and settled
down to what we hoped
would take us down memory
lane. Before it was over, I
considered it a bad mishmash of the Magical Mystery
Tour.
The movie ' ran for a half
hour before the first hint of
opening credits flashed on
the screen.
The first thing to hit the
screen was Little Richard,
followed quickly by Elvis,
Chuck Berry and the like
Then we are swept back
even further in time to witness various other heartthrobs of this century. Also

Comic World

interspersed on the screen
are clips of old movies, and
politicians.
This goes on for a while
and all of a sudden we are
witness to the JFK era. The
screen darkens abruptly with
a shot.
O.K. Bring on the Beatles,
right ? Yea Yea Yea ! We
are treated to a few golden
moments of Shea Stadium and
again comes the exhilarating
feeling of Beatlemania.
But it's all too short because there are actually only
three segments in this movie
showing the Beatles performing. All the rest is Ele- •
Yesterday '
anor Rigby
and Norwegian Wood ' type
artsy '
songs sung over
interpretive photographs.
The movie concentrated on
and later Beatles and featured songs from Let it Be ',
Seargent Pepper ', and
Hey Jude '.
We see the Beatles being
jostled by the crowd on the
David Frost satellite show
singing Hey Jude '. That
was nice and before that we
saw hunks of Magical Mystery Tour ' which w as' nt
bad.
I counted 24 slide projec-

runs quite well but there are too
many vast leaps (time-wise) in
between the scenes.
But the one major problem, I
found, with the film was that it
seemed too much like the Henry
Winkler hour. The scenes almost
shout "Look at me, I can act even
without a leather jacket".
Aside from that, Winkler comes
across as a very versatile performer. His acting is crisp and
clean and his portrayal of Andy
Schmitt is honest and natural
without being "fonzie" -ish.
This may be the end of Arthur
Fonzerellie so shed a tear for him
as he fades away like the era he
represented.

Moments

Beatles Are: Show Isn't
tors, three movie projectors
( for the split screen effect
and a few amplifiers behind
the screen. Ah yes, and three
strobe lights bouncing around war pictures during Revolution '.
I think Away With Words'
was hyped terribly and the
reason nobody got up and
left ( through sheer boredom ) is because everyone
was waiting to see if Ed
Sullivan and/or concert films
would come on. They did'nt
Admittedly, that's why I had
hung on.
I'm a big Beatle fan and
that was not what I expected.
Granted, there were a few
screaming crowd shots, but
I thought it would be a chronological history/documentary type movie.
what it was, was the producers' interpreting the Beatles words and every true
Beatle fan already knows all
that anyway.
A definite waste of time
and money. A better time
would have been had,. just
to have listened to Beatle
records at home while looking through a kaleidoscope.

Remember that time a moment
ago,
The time you wished you
were dead.
Remember that time a moment
ago,
The time you tried to know.
That time has gone, it has been
said.
What lingers on?
Bring back that time a moment
ago,
When feeling was life.
Bring back that time I wondered
so.
That's time I began to know.
But what to now do I belong?
I remember the time I could
touch,
The feeling I had was real.
What now do I feel?
•
I remember the time I could see,
The things I could see were
real to me.
What are these shadows upon
the darkened deep?
I remember the time I could
hear,
The things I could hear were
real.
Can this be space no one can
trace?

Oh! That moment ago: so close!
So live! So noise!
Was that anger I felt? What
joy!
Were those tears I shed? What
bliss!
Is this what I felt a moment
ago?
But why not the prevailing
touch of Now?
Did Death discover my path
in life?
What now then is this?
All I feel is void.
All I see are fading phantoms
Of a despairing absence.
Above All, I'm drowned in
silence.
Can it be that I am dead?
But hold!
I move, yet feel not my
moving!
I sense my transition, constantI v.

Can this be life,
Or is it what I conceive?
Then I have life a substance,
a soul.
But sad and unreal
To the present I feel,
That moment ago from life has
been sealed.
Robert S. Haves.

MID-TERM X-Country Ski Special

Canada's largest comic
book store.. Buy, Sell
collectors comics over
225,000 new, old &
rare comics in stock.
Also: Posters, SF,
Hardcovers, Fanzines.

as they sound it should be an
adventure for those of us who view
dining out as a "Grubee Burger
with the works".
Best of all, it's cheap. According
to Pat McDonnel, Hotel and
Restaurant Management instructor,
the customer "will pay four or five
dollars for a meal that would cost
20 -downtown." While beer and
whiskey should cost about $1.10 to
$1.20 per drink, the prices of
cocktails and wine will be low to

Marion Turetski
When was the last time you dined at a restaurant and were
presented with a steaming, hearty
bowl of home-made soup? Or hot
bread baked on the premises?
Bistro Dansk offers this and
much mire. An intimate restaurant
with a cheery European decor that
seats about 40 people, Bistro
specializes in Danish cuisine with a
personal touch.
Owned and operated by four
people who feel the customer comes first, they offer a regular dinner
menu plus a blackboard menu
featuring daily specials.

Appetizers include two varieties
of soup daily which are entirely
home-made on the premises. Often
featured are pates, as well as a
limited variety of on the menu in
Danish for an authentic touch and
come complete with English interpretations. Included are a variety
of traditional meat dishes specially prepared as wil l an an
omelette, cheese platter, or trout
selection for the vegetarian.
The daily specials often change
according to the preference of the
owners or to the tone of the
weather. On a cold blustery day
heartier taste treats are often
featured. To tempt the palate are

such selections as spareribs and
veal parmesan.
Worth walking a sprint around
the block is the Danish applecake
served regularly at the restaurant
as well as daily dessert specials
which may include other Danish
cakes or puddings. All are homebaked by the owners on the
premises.
A widely varied selection of
red and white wines are offered
with the meals. Worth experimenting with are the non-alcoholic
beers offered in three varieties. An
absolute must to order is GlOgg. A
traditional Danish drink mixing red
mulled wine with raisins and

•
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GULL HARBOUR

almonds. It is featured only on intervals and most frequently on
weekends.
The lunch menu is more on the
soup and salad flavour. For the
robust appetite, the soup is
refillable at no additional charge
and is accompanied with homebaked slabs of Danish-style bread.
A student's dream, the prices are
rock-bottom with dinners ranging

from $4.00 to $6.00, not including
an appetizer. The food is superb;
the personnel courteous. So next
time you find yourself on Sherbrooke St., near Westminister or
Wolseley, drop in. Reservations are
not needed.
The restaurant is opened from
11:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday.

FORUM
Andy Blicq

Let's Monkey
Around,
Valentine!!
GREAT VALENTINE GIFT IDEAS
FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE

JOCKEY BRIO'S
100% Cotton
S,M,L

$2.49 EA
.49 each
Assorted Neck Chokers
Elvis Posters
.99 each

.99 EA.
Includes deluxe accommodation (double occupancy), hearty Gull Harbour breakfasts, daily ski
lessons, cookout and windup fireside party. 18 miles of pre-set trails, plus swimming, sauna, - whirlpool, gym and exercise facilities, skating and jam pail curling. Ski rentals available.
Choose from these dates:
March 13 - 15 March 15 - 1 7
For reservations call operator
and ask for HECLA 41.
AN ISLAND HOLIDAY RESORT HOTEL

encourage their purchase.
reason
for
this,"
"The
McDonnel said, "is so that our
students will gain experience in serving various kinds of drinks."
The only major drawback is that
the Inn only has the capacity to
seat 35 people. Students who were
here last year talk' of long line-ups
to make reservations, which have
to be made at the Inn three days in
advance. There are signs that the
seating may be expanded slightly,

but this obviously will not ease the
demand.
There are hopes of extending the
scheme from four to six weeks next
year, but with the trimester
schedule only 12 weeks long and
because this interferes with the
part-time jobs of many students
there is simply not the time to allow
it to run longer.
There is no question that the
prices and dishes offered make this
chance to catapult into culinary
credibility difficult for students on
"change from a dollar" budgets to
pass up. Any hassle to get reservations seems to be well worth
your trouble.

Personal Touch at Bistro Dansk

PERMA VALENTINE'S DAY CARDS
WITH ENVELOPE & FOLDER

Starwars + Star Trek
collectables. Sensati
onal new comics reserving system.

Phone: 943-1968

The Assiniboia Inn will again be
opening its doors during the
evenings for one month this year,
offering gourmet meals to the
general public at bargain prices.
The restaurant, which is also
licensed to serve alcoholic
beverages, will be open from 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m. weekdays, Feb. 14 to
Mar. 10. The purpose is to give
students in Hotel and Restaurant

Management and in Food Services
the practise of operating a
restaurant on their own under
"legitimate" circumstances.
Unlike previous years, the menu
will offer lots of variety with
reasonable choice in each of the six
courses. But, those of you who are
not bilingual should forget about
trying to read the menu which is
entirely in french. If "jambon farci
roule" (hors d' oeurves) or "bisque
abx crevettes" (soup) taste as good

3 Days, 2 Nights only $37.95 per person, plus tax

Hours: Tues - Fri 2:30 - - 7:30 P.M.
Sat - - Noon - 6:00-
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•

If you've been nurturing a desire to "stir up trouble" at RRCC,
you had better read this.
Ernie Marion, the new security supervisor for the college has announced plans to crack down on misbehaving students.
In an inter-departmental memo to Student Association and
college officials Marion said, "All serious infractions will be
reported — to the proper authorities — charges and proper action
will be taken. Life and property will be protected. Law and order
will prevail."
Unfortunately, I think Marion believes that operating a security
force on campus is like being a sheriff down at the OK Corral. And,
his heavy-handed attempts to enforce law and order have done
more damage than good.
The Student Association executive is justifiably outraged at
Marion's attitude toward the SA. In his memo he says the Student
Association is "encouraging intoxication for the sake of making a
profit (at socials)." Marion goes on to say that, "they (the SA) have
no regard for the safety, health and future of their members."
Such a statement is ludicrous. The Student Association cannot
be held responsible for the drinking habits of students. As adults,
with the right to drink the students are responsible for their own
conduct.
As an adult, student, and responsible member of the conimunity
and the community college I strongly protest this attempt to place
my right to take a drink into the hands of the SA. Any attempt by
SA officials to influence student behavior, would be an infringement
of the student's inalienable right to do as he/she pleases; within the
confines of the law.
Ironically, Marion in his memo steps very close to libeling the
Student Association and the students. Marion alleges that "extra liquor appears when required" at socials. A statement hotly denied
by social organizers.
"Education and morals are of paramount importance in acquiring the skills needed and demanded by our society. Let's lead our
students to successful careers, not to criminal * records," states
Marion.
This moralistic judgement of the student populace is totally out
of Marion's jurisdiction. Although he may disagree with some of
our students' conduct, hp should not be allowed to pass public
judgement on RRCC student's personal moral standards.
"During my police career," says Marion, I have arrested people
from all walks of life for serious criminal offences. Ironically, all of
them claimed that they were under the influence of liquor or drugs
when they committed the offence."
It appears that Marion fails to realize that any community-housing more than 5000 individuals will have some low-profile
characters who will cause trouble.
But to intimate that RRCC students, will become a criminal element once drugged or drunk is preposterous and offensive.
In the past, the student association has had a good working
relationship with the college administration. However, Marion's attitudes toward his job and the student body are not in keeping with
this established cooperative atmosphere.
If Marion wishes to continue his work as a police officer I
suggest that he join a suitable law enforcement agency. His
attempts to establish "law and order" on campus are both unneccessary and offensive to the students he so zealously wishes to
protect.
•

•
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Hedberg and Nilsson: How Important?

SPORTS

by .J. D. All

Horeczy Hotline
The Jets came up with a big win
over Quebec and lets hope now
they keep it up and take their rightful position in first place from the
New England Whalers. Anyone
who questions the value of Anders
Hedberg and Ulf Nilsson should be
aware of Ulf Nilsson's three big
goals against the Nordiques. Also,
when Hedberg was away, the Jets
lost 2 out of 3 games. Now that
he's back the Jets have started winning again ... talking to Jeff
Krause, I find that there are
awards for just about everything in
the upcoming Sno-Golf tournament. There are awards for lowest
score, highest score, men's awards,
women's awards, and hole-in-one
awards ... Bobby Hull has been
offered a spot in the Liberal Party
in the upcoming Federal Election
and if Bobby can attract people to

the Liberals like he attracted fans
to the Winnipeg Jets and the WHA
in general, he should do all
right ... it was wrongly conveyed
that the minimum number of
games for a team in Red River's
'curling bonspiel was 3 while actually it is 4 games ... The Bombers
showed a profit of over $800 last

year and it's nice to see they're still
making instead of losing
money ... speaking of the
Bombers, I hear that Tommy
Scott, only one of Winnipeg's top
receivers is supposedly asking the
Bombers for 45 Gs per year or else
he'll take his gear over to Toronto
and play for the Argonauts after
his option year is over ... The
Bombers sure can't afford that
kind of money .... Kent Runkhe is
back with the Jets and he responded with
a 2-goal game as soon as
,
he got back. I've always liked him

and I think the Jets could use a few
more aggressive types like him who
never stops trying. When he was
sent. to the minors, he said that
He'd be back ... according to Eddie Dearden out there at the Trib.
Veli-Pekka Ketola is expected to
rejoin the Jets in March. The only
problem Ketola had was that he
wasn't consistent enough. He came
up with some very big games, mind
you when he looked like definite
all-star material but there were
some low times too. Some
observers say he could have used
his • 215 lb. body a little more
aggressively, too .... Mike Bossy
of the New York Islanders should
win the Calder Memorial Trophy
as top rookie. If he does, it'll be the
third time in five years that an
Islander has won the award. I think
Barry Beck of the Colorado
Rockies is the deserving winner of

Red River Rebels
Hockey News
The Red River Rebels lost to the
Stonewall Flyers 12-6 Jan. 29. in a
very disappointing game. Manager
Schillinger. said the problem was
the defense. "They didn't check
well. didn't contain Stonewall's
number one line. weren't taking
men out in their own end of the
rink, didn't play their positions well
and let the other players move
around easily and unmolested.",
However, he did praise Ted
Lopushansky who played a "nice
game" scoring 2 goals and adding
an assist. This was despite playing
with a broken nose which was the
result of getting hit by a stick.
Archie Riddel and Darryl
Sylvester came up with a goal and
an assist each with the other goals
going to Laurie Lewsey, and Colin
Atkinson. Ricic. Rink had 3 assists.
Matt Mann had 2 and Terry
Musionuz chipped in with one.

On Jan. 24, the Rebels lost to
one of the top teams. Warroad
Lakers 6-2. Red River held
Warroad who Schillinger describes
as being an "exceptionally good
team" to a 2-2 time early, in the
third but from then on, they were
too much for the Rebels.
Goals were by Darryl Sylvester
with assists going to Jerry
Mosiondz and Archie Riddell and
by Joe Wood with Arnie Biluk
collecting the assist.
Schillinger said that there is improvement in the team, especially
in the number of errors in their own
end and if "we continue to improve
by the time 4-West comes along we
should be in pretty good playing
form".
On Jan. 20, the Rebels came up
with their fourth loss of the season,
beating the Stonewall Flyers 6-5.
The big line of Colin Atkinson,
Matt Mann and Ted Lopushansky

was very effective coming up with
8 scoring points on 4 goals and 4
assists (Mann and Lopushansky 12 each and Atkinson with 2 goals.)
The other goals were scored by
Laurie Graham and Darryl
Sylvester with one each. Assists
were added by Arnie Biluk and
Bob Liss.

Schillinger says it was as the
score indicates a close game. "We
outskated them and because we are
the same size as them we weren't
getting pushed around. We were
able to put the pressure on them in
their own end and we came out on
the winning side."
•Better late than never... On Dec.
16 Rebels beat this same Stonewall
team 9-7. Atkinson emerged with a
three-goal hat trick. Schillinger said
that he worked for his goals by
"skating hard and forechecking."
His line mates, Mann and
Lopushansky chipped in with 6
scoring points between them
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(Mann 2-I and Lopushansky 0-3).
They "throw the puck around well
in the oppositions end. If they can
do that every game. they're bound
to get at least 2 goals a game,"
Schillinger said.
Other goals were scored by
Laurie Lewsey. Darryl Sylvester.
Archie Riddell and Joey Harris.
Terry Mosiondz chipped in with
three assists.
In the win Rebels had built up a
7-4 lead before Stonewall fought
back to tie it 7-7. Atkinson's goal
then turned out to be the winner
with less than 3 minutes left in the
game. Stonewall pulled their goalie
with about 2 minutes left only to
have Mann score his second goal
of the game into an empty net with
I second remaining.
The Rebels record so far this
season is 4 wins 13 losses. This
surpasses last year's record of 3
wins 19 losses.
Games completed:
Red River 3 St. Boniface 2 (Exhibition)
Red River 3 Kildondn 2
Red River 0 St. Boniface 6

Red River 4 Kildonan 9
Red River 1 Kildonan I1
Red River 1 North End 8 (4-pt.
game)
Red River 0 Warroad 6
Red River 4 Transcona 9
Red River 4 St. Boniface 9
Red River 9 Stonewall 7 .
Red River 1 St. Boniface 6
Red River I Warroad 7
Red River 7 Transcona 4
Red River 7 Kildonan 11
Red River 3 Transcona 4
Red River 6 Stonewall 5
Red River 2 Warroad 6
Red River 6 Stonewall 12
Games to be played:
Feb. 4 Red River at Warroad
Feb. 5 Stonewall at Red River
(Stoney Mountain)
Feb. 7 St. Boniface at Red River
(Old Ex.)Feb. 21 North End at Red River
(Old Ex.) 4-pt. game.

the reward as he's the leading goal
scorer among defensemen in the
NHL and add to that fact that he
plays for one of the bottom teams
in the league. However, he'll finish
behind both Bossy and goalie Don
Edwards of the Buffalo Sabres. In
the WHA, Kent Nilsson of the Jets
should be the top rookie as he has
been among the top ten league
scorers for most of the season and
was even the leader for a while at
the beginning of the season. Look
for Ken Linsemen of the Birmingham Bulls to finish right
behind him, though in the
balloting...The Jets "gave" .. away
Marcus Mattson to the Quebec
Nordiques and I'm getting pretty
tired of the Jets trading away quality players for nothing in return.
Those "future considerations" have
never benefited them as far back as
I can remember ... I see that Ron
Ellis just scored his 18th goal a
couple of nights ago. It's nice to see
Ron have a good season after retiring from the Toronto Maple
Leafs. I always thought that was a
mistake and he proved it to himself
by playing with Team Canada last

year and being One of the more
effective players.
Recently I ran a survey asking
RRCC students their opinion on
what will become of the recent
New York Rangers offer for
Anders Heaberg and Ulf Nilsson.
The questions and results follow:
1) Do you think Ulf Nilsson and
Anders Hedberg of the Winnipeg
Jets will leave and go play hockey
for New York Rangers of the
NHL?
Yes 95% — No 5%
I • was very surprised by this
overwhelming response with
almost everyone agreeing that they
will leave our fair city.
2) Why or why not?
Once again, 95% (the same who
said yes to the first question) said
money is the reason.
3) If so, would this mean the end
of the Winnipeg Jets?
Yes 15% — No 65% — Pe srhaps
15% — Eventually, 5%
For this question, I found that 65%
were against me in thinking that
the Jets will continue operating. Being a great Jets fan I hope you all
prove me wrong.

Eye On Council

Budgeting for January till June 1978 was the main topic of discussion
at a meeting of the Student Association (S.A.) about two weeks ago. A
decrease in evening beer bash funds was announced by members due to
reduced revenues.
A-$700 cutback for the college information booth was also announced
by the Public Relations department.
Business Manager. Glen Stewart affirmed approval of the organization
of the college volleyball teams into a Physical Fitness Club with a supporting grant from the S.A. of $160. One team member added that so far, the
team has raised their own funds for- social activities.
Mention was made regarding the yearly Inter-collegiate sports tournament being shared March 2nd and 3rd. 1978 by Red Deer. Alberta and
Brandon. Manitoba.
The S.A. approved a donation from Club grants to the event. The
amount will be balanced from donations given to Red River Community
College who hosted the 4-West Championships two years ago.

SKI AGASSIZ

Winnipeg Jets NI-IL line of Kent
Nilsson, Bobby Hull and Willy

Lindstrom has been setting a torrid
pace in League scoring statistics
revealed today. •
Centre Kent Nilsson leads the
scoring parade with a record setting 53 goals after 47 games.
Nilsson also has 56 assists for a
total of 109 points. Following
closely is Bobby Hull with 40 goals

and 59 assists for 99 points, and
Lindstrom with 92 points: 38 goals
and 54 assists. Mark Tardif of
Quebec Nordiques is a distant
fourth with 80 points: 40 goals and
40 assists.
Leading the goal-tenders is the
Winnipeg duo of Joe Daley and

Gary Bromley With a combined
goals against average of 1.97.
Bromley. and Daley have been
alternating in goal, and' coach
Larry Hillman has said that sharing the work-load equally has
brought out the best in both netminders.
Hillman attributes the Jets'
current first place standing to the
team's emphasis on defensive play.
He says that at the start of the
season the team's main goal was to
reduce the number of goals scored
against them by stressing strong
checking by the forwards and a
more physical attitude by the
defense behind the Jets blue line.
According to Hillman, "if other
teams want to roam around in our
end they will have to pay the

price."
As a result of the Jets' superb
record, the Winnipeg arena has
been sold out for . 90% of the home
games, and indications are this
trend will continue after the new
arena is completed. Jets' president
Jack McKeag says he estimates
season's ticket sales alone would
keep the Jets financial situation in a
very healthy condition".
The fans are excited about the
team and when this reporter asked
several fans how the NHL line
compared with the old Hot Line of
Hull, Ulf Nilsson and Anders
Hedberg, the general answer was
Hull and Who? ... how quickly
they forget.
This has been a speculation as to
the effect of the loss by the Jets of

The Rules of Scooter Hockey
Scooter hockey rules have been
released. The teams consist of 6
players. 3 of which must be female.
These players may be from
anywhere in the college. The games
will consist of two 10-minute
halves with a 8 minute break at the
half and two games may be played
during one lunch hour.
The game begins with a faceoff
at centre with at least two players
having 'to remain back of centre at
all times.

A player may either sit or kneel
on the scooter. If he chooses to
kneel, at least one knee must be incontact with the scooter at all
times. He may not play the puck if
he is not in legitimate contact with
the scooter. The puck may not be
caught, carried or thrown except
by the goalie. If the puck leaves the
playing area, the team touching it
last loses possession.
This is not a body contact sport.
Minor incidental contact will not
be penalized, but more serious contact, either intentional or otherwise
will draw a two-minute penalty.
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RENTALS

A team may challenge the
team immediately above or two
above on the ladder. The challenged team will be given 2 days in
which to accept the challenge. For
example, if a team is challenged
Wednesday, the challenge must be
accepted either Thursday or Friday. If the challenged team has a
scheduled exam, in-service guest
speaker, etc on one of those two
days, the day of that particular
happening will not count as one of
the two days' grace.
If a team does not accept the
challenge within two days, the

team that challenged will be considered the winner. A team may
not challenge a team if that team
already has a challenge. Challenges
are met in the order they are made.
If the challenging team defeats
the challenged team, their positions
are exchanged on the ladder. In the
case of a tie, the game is awarded
to the challenging team.
A "sealed date" will be set by
June Graham. The team at the top
of the ladder by 4:30 on that particular date will be declared the
champion.

trades can only serve to strengthen
the team. In the past, the record of
the Jets' management as regards to
trades has been somewhat
questionable. Ernie Wakeley to
San Diego for Nobody; Chris
Bordeleau to Quebec Nordiques
for Main Beaule; Perry Miller to
Minnesota for Gerry
Odrowski ... the list goes on.
Also, ,a more businesslike attitude in the drawing up of contracts would be required. Iron-clad
contracts with no loopholes, attractive but firm offers would prevent
losses like that of the Swedes. After
all, professional hockey is a
business, and Faith, Hope and
Charity should be relegated to second place after good business
practice.
The emphasis in the coaching
philosophy should be shifted to
defence. It does not help to score
five goals in a game if you have five
scored against you. Montreal
Canadiens, New York Islanders
and Philadelphia Flyers have
accentuated this aspect of the game
and have proved to be successful.
Tighter checking, playing the
body rather than the man and
moving the puck quickly out of
your own zone can make for entertaining hockey and goals will come
anyway if you have scorers like
Lafleur, Trottier or Clarke.
If these three elements work out
in this way, it is quite possible that
the fictitious news story printed
above may be a reality a year from
now.

"Dear Editor

Women's Basketball
Red River's women's basketball
team has finished their regular
season in fifth place out of 6 teams
with a couple of close losses.
On Jan. 19 they lost 47-44 to the.
University of Manitoba with Gail
Nowak and Jane Templeman putting in strong games with 14 and
12 points respectively. Other points
were by Barb Kuz with 8, R.
Plessis 4, K. Basiuk 4, and Bev
Stokotelny with 2.
Gail, after a slow first half in
which she scored only one foul
shot had a hot hand in the second
half hitting 5 field goals and 3 foul
shots. Coach Joe Di Curzio said
that Gail was "going to the basket
a lot more than usual" which
helped her success.
Jane, meanwhile was a bit more
consistent netting 4 field goals in
the first half and wrapping up with
2 in the second.
Di Curzio partly blamed the loss
on exams which caused the team to
put only 6 girls in action. In the last
five minutes, one girl fouled out
and a couple others had four fouls
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each so that didn't help the cause,
either. He said the "girls gave a
tremendous effort even though
shortstaffed and playing against
one of the better teams in the
league." He added that Bev
Stokenly "played excellent
defence."
On Jan. 12 the girls lost a heart
breaker to West End 42-41 with a
shot by Red River going in right
after the bell had rung. Jane
Templemen had a strong game
picking up 14 points on 6 field
goals and 2 foul shots. Barb Kuz pitched in with 10 points on .5 field
goals while I. Nowak netted 7. B.
Stokotelny with 6 and D. Paci

helped with 6 and 2 respectively.
Coach Di Curzio said
Templeman had a "good fast
breaking" game. He said that most
of Kuz's points were from 15-20
feet out.
Gail Nowak, just off an injury
got sick before the game in this her
first game back.
Di Curzio said in the second
half, of the season, the girls lost
only one game by more than 10
points which "shows improvement
and hard work." The girls are now
playing exhibition games to get
ready for the 4-West championships.
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On Wed., Feb., 22 a day long trip leaves
R.R.C.C. for Mt. Agassiz. The price is a low
$13.75. for transport and tow tickets. Rentals
are available at Agassiz for $6.00. For a day of
skiing and gallons of good cheer, join us.
You'll love it. See the S.A. office Rm. DM-20.

their two Swedish superstars Ulf
Nilsson and Anders Hedberg. It
may not happen this way: in fact, it
most likely would not.
It all depends on three factors:
the fans, the Jets' management, and
the coaching. If the fans stop supporting the team because of the
loss of the tw.o Swedes to the NHL,
the prediction here is that the team
will fold before Christmas. If on the
other hand they continue to come
out to support the team despite the
loss of their two main drawing
cards, the team can be rebuilt into
a contender as well as an entertaining and exciting product.
This is where the management
would come in. A good draft of
solid young players- and a more
businesslike attitude with regard to

you have the qualities of deadership, . enthusiasm, adaptability. maturity and seriousness of purpose? If so, an opportunity to
study abroad is yours with Rotary Foundation 'awards for International
Understanding for 1979-80, now available for oustanding students,
technicians and teachers of the handicapped. Awards cover round-trip
transportation. educational, living and related expenses for one academic
year and language training is provided before the study year if needed.
Awards are made for study in most fields and are assigned for countries
where Rotary Clubs exist. Please apply to your nearest Rotary Club
before March 15. 1978.
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I hate to go over an old topic,
but I think it's time we all realized
that Ulf Nilsson and Anders
Hedberg will be leaving the Jets.
The Winnipeg hockey club simply cannot afford $1.6 million for
the two players. It would spell a
doom faster than playing without
them might.
Winnipegers must realize that
the Jets can survive without
Hedberg and Nilsson but can only
with public support. We must show
the team that we want them to stay
so they will make every effort to
sign their other stars such as Barry
Long, who's contract also expires
this year. There are thirteen -Jets
whose contracts expire so the team
must also sign them.
Let's face it, for that $1.6 million
the Jets could get one helluva lot
more players than two. What
about the Derlago-Propp-Allison
line in Brandon - the best line in
Canadian Junior Hockey today?
Don't you • think they'd want to
play as a unit in Winnipeg? The
team could probably get these
three stars for less than half of
what the Swedes want.
Then what about next year? If
the Jets can persuade Bobby Hull

to stay one more season they
won't be in that bad .shape.
Hopefully, Willy Lindstrom can
return to his form of last year when
he scored 43 goals. Kent Nilsson's
shot is uprecidented and with more
playing he could do nothing but get
better. People like Dan Labraaten,
Peter Sullivan and Dave Kryskow
could make a more than adequate
second unit.
I believe that right now, the Jets
have one of the best defensive units
in the league. The addition of
junior stars such as those mentioned above might not compensate for the two Swedes but in a
few years who knows. All in all, I
don't think the impending loss of
these two superstars spell the death
of the Jets of the WHA.

Thank you,
Brian Kozak

